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Scope:
The scope of this document named del_3.3.1_Operative Methodology is to introduce the
operative methodology issued after a preliminary desk test of scenarios as depicted in 3.1.2 “In
depth interpretation of DSS result and enhanced identification of CB scenarios”
The methodology is designed to provide stakeholders, decision makers, and practitioners with:
‐ A procedure to understand how to use the knowledge framework composed by
Tourmedassets, ShapeTourism and the smart cross border data system of BluTourSystem;
‐ A roadmap to develop new product capable to enhance the CB Adriatic destination focusing
on creative tourism, new form of hospitality and relational tourism, eco‐innovation, blue
economy sustainable exploitation for a new tourism perspective.

Targets
project partners, policy makers, trainers, SME’s and tourism stakeholder

For public dissemination: Yes
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A knowledge‐based framework to develop sustainable
tourism in the Adriatic Cross Border Destination
The operational methodology for the transfer of knowledge of the phenomenon of tourism
through data (SCBDS) has been designed as an engine that uses input:
● data;
● ideas;
● gaps and needs;
and as an output produces innovation, training processes and new products and services.
This motor, which represents OM, is made up of various gears. Each gear represents a necessary
step to address, calibrate and adapt the knowledge expressed by the data to something that is
operational. What goes from gear to gear is the added value useful to destinations to implement
innovative plans and actions towards creative tourism and eco innovation. These almost
obligatory steps described in the next pages are:
1. Destination overview and analysis;
2. Key Actors to involve;
3. Capacity building procedures;
4. Creation of new actions;
5. Monitoring of the results.
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Figuree 1 ‐ The framework of the Operative Me
ethodology ‐ authors’
a
elabooration

how to use data an
nd indicators in tou rism plann
ning
The use o
of the indicators prod
duced throough the data
d
collectted in the SCBDS (de
escribed in
del_3.1.1) allows the destination
n to know the dynamics of the phenomeno
p
on of tourissm through
official and
d unofficial information. The mix of this kno
owledge pro
oduces a neew value that must bee
integrated in all phaases of destination m anagementt, combinin
ng standardd models with
w
a data
odel that can be define
ed as a data ‐driven model.
related mo
In this con
ntext there are several ways to taake advantaage of the added
a
valuee created by
b the data,,
but they caan be enclo
osed in these
e tasks:
● ben
nchmarkingg of perform
mance indicaators acrosss all European regions at nuts2 levvel;
● creation of product avverages (ee.g. seaside
e tourism, mountainn tourism, etc.) and
sub
bsequent co
omparison;
● creation of areea averagess (e.g. Mediiterranean area territo
ories, northeern or centtral Europe,,
Eurropean islan
nds) and sub
bsequent coomparison;
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● specific intra‐national insights;
● development of levels of use of tourism sub‐systems at national, regional and municipal
level.

how to exploit knowledge in developing new business
ecosystem for creative tourism and eco innovation
In the following pages we will show the process of value creation using data and information from
SCBDS dividing the steps in few gears necessary to apply teaching method using a data‐driven
approach.

Destination overview
The first aspect that is involved in the process of developing new business ecosystems by
exploiting the information and intrinsic knowledge of the data is related to the characteristics of
the destination. In such a process, several elements make up the general picture of this first gear:
● the assets of the destination;
● the performance levels of the destination;
● destination‐specific gaps and needs;
● the level in the life phase of the destination (TALC):
● destination products, services and experiences.
These elements are analysed through different activities developed during this project and can be
implemented whenever the operational methodology (OM) has to be applied and are functional
to address, calibrate and use the data with the ultimate goal of mitigating the general gaps and
needs of the destination. For this purpose, it is necessary to understand:

1 ‐ THE ASSETS OF THE DESTINATION
They are all those physical and territorial characteristics of the destination, related to the internal
context (e.g. human capital, attractiveness, accessibility), and to the external context (e.g. political
situation, main foreign markets, levels of internationalization) that create the basic situation of the
destination.
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2 ‐ THE PERFORMANCE LEVELS OF THE DESTINATION
For this aspect, please refer to del_3.1.1 which illustrates the summary indicators and the sub
indicators created by the Tourmedasset and Shapetourism projects that are re‐calibrated thanks
to the SCBDS. They are:
● Competitiveness index;
● Attractivity index;
● Sustainability index;
● Web reputation indexes.

3 ‐ SPECIFIC GAPS AND NEEDS
In according with the activities and the deliverables 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 it is necessary to
understand the gaps and needs of the destination (but also of the actors in the destination ‐ see
further) in terms of lack of knowledge and ability. Those gaps and needs are investigated thanks a
participated analysis (del 3.2) with questionnaires and interviews to the key tourism stakeholders
regarding:

● the need of new data (official and unofficial data) to monitoring the destination and which
data are useful (data sources) to develop business ecosystems (e.g. about attractions,
accessibility, smart solutions, amenities, ancillary services; available packages and activities
in the destination)
● gaps and needs about digital competences;
● gaps and needs about communication quality
● gaps and needs about foreign languages;
● gaps and needs about internal organization structure and procedures;
● gaps and needs about personalization of the services;
● gaps and needs about creation of relationships;
● gaps and needs about eco‐tourism knowledge and stakeholder involvement;
● gaps and needs about creative tourism knowledge and stakeholder involvement;
● gaps and needs about innovation in general.
European Regional Development Fund
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4 ‐ THE LIFE CYCLE PHASE OF A DESTINATION
These are all the qualitative and quantitative characteristics that make it possible to calculate the
level of ripeness of a tourist destination and to include it in one of the phases of the life cycle
illustrated by Butler (1980). This analysis is necessary in order to orientate the information coming
from the data according to the status of the destination. At each level, in fact, correspond
characteristics and peculiarities of demand (e.g. increase in tourists, prevalence of daily visitors,
mass tourism and "hit and run" tourists) and tourism supply (e.g. sector of accommodation in
expansion, high rate of airbnbfication of the city, touristification of some districts), but also the
quality of products and services, the level of economic benefits related to tourism, negative
externalities, social and environmental impacts. Butler identified 7 stages which make up the
destination life cycle, namely: exploration, involvement, development, consolidation, stagnation
and either decline or rejuvenation. The approach by Butler is based upon the assumption that
‘tourism changes tourism’, which is visible throughout the stages of the life cycle model
(McKercher, 2005). Over time, according to Butler, natural and cultural attractions become
commodified, new, often foreign actors emerge, investments in built environment and nature and
scale of tourism change which might affect local communities and the tourism product quality. In
the final stages of the cycle, the carrying capacity of a destination is reached or even exceeded
which in urban areas is mainly a psychological and social concept rather than an ecological one
(McKercher, 2008).
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Figgure 2 Tourism
m Area Life Cyycle ‐ Butler 19
980

Here, acco
ording to Butler’s mode
el (1980) so me charactteristics of the differen t stages:
The Explorration Stagee:
● Small numberss of touristss
● Bassed on prim
mary tourist attractions . These mayybe natural or cultural .
● No secondary tourism atttractions.
● Tou
urism has no economicc or social siignificance to local residents.
The Involveement Stagge:
● Loccal residentss become in
nvolved in ttourism
● Emergence of secondary tourism faccilities such as guest ho
ouses.
● A to
ourism seasson may develop.
● Preessure develops for govvernments tto improve transport for
f tourists.
The Develo
opment Stage:
● Higgh numbers of tourists that may exxceed the lo
ocal popula
ation duringg peak perio
ods.
● Heaavy advertissing will cre
eate a well‐ddefined tou
urist markett.
● Loccal involvem
ment and co
ontrol of touurism declin
nes rapidly.
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● External organisations will provide secondary tourism attractions.
● Natural and cultural attractions will be developed and marketed.
● Local people experience physical changes to the area that they may not approve of.
The Consolidation Stage:
● Tourism growth slows but the numbers of tourists exceeds the local population.
● The area's economy is tied to tourism
● Marketing and advertising will be wide‐reaching.
● Major franchises and tourism chains will be represented.
● Resort areas will have a well‐defined recreational business district.
● Tourism arouses opposition and discontent from some local people.
The Stagnation Stage:
● Visitor numbers have reached their peak.
● Carrying capacity has been reached or exceeded.
● Tourism causes environmental, social and economic problems.
● The resort becomes divorced from its geographic environment.
● Artificial tourism attractions now supersede the original primary attractions.
● Area has well‐established image but will no longer be fashionable.
After reaching stagnation, Butler saw that rejuvenation or decline as possible alternatives. The last
stage of his model offers different scenarios between complete rejuvenation and total decline.

As described by Kruczek et al. 2017 the application of this criteria is useful for monitoring the
impacts of tourism activities on the environment and for the sustainable developing of the
destination. Here we can see an example of application of the TALC able to drive tourism
development with a perspective of eco‐tourism and eco innovation.
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Figure 3 Sustainable deveelopment and TALC ‐ Krucze
ek et al. 2017

Another example on the TALC more relatted to creaative tourism and the involveme
ent of local
stakeholdeers (in this case the citizens)
c
thaat will collaaborate in a process of co‐creattion of thee
tourism exxperience/p
product/serrvice is to weight an
nd measure
e the negaative impacct on local
communityy. In fact, according
a
to
o one of thhe definition of creativve tourism ‐ ‘Tourism that offerss
visitors a ccreative purrsuit (includ
ding arts, crrafts and co
ookery workshops), wiith the opp
portunity to
o
stay in high
h quality acccommodattion, and to connect with
w local pe
eople in a d istinctive destination.’
‐ if the level of the neegative imp
pact percepttion is high, more difficult will bee the inclusion and thee
participatio
on of local community
c
in the creaation of new
w tourism prroducts/serrvices/experience.
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Figure 4 ‐ TTheoretical rellationship bettween the touurism area life
e cycle and loccal perceptionns of tourism impacts and
proposed positions of Beelizean commu
unities C1–C5 in the cycle (adapted Butle
er, 1980), sou rce: Diedrich and Garcı´a‐
Buades (2009
9)

5 ‐ DESTINATION PRO
ODUCTS, SERVICES AND
D EXPERIEN
NCES
According with del_3..1.3 and to Buhalis (20000), in orde
er to make the
t best usee of the intrinsic valuee
of data to structure new
n
produccts and servvices for creative tourism and ecco‐innovatio
on with thee
aim of puttting everyything into a system i n a business ecosyste
em, it is neecessary to develop a
mapping o
of tourism products
p
and
d services aand of the type of tourism conneccted to the destination
n
(possible eexperiencess). It is sugggested to develop a matrix where all the tourist pro
oducts and
themes of the territorry are positioned on thhe vertical axis,
a
while all
a the destinnations, dm
mo and casee
oned on the
e horizonta l axis. In thiis way it is possible:
p
study areas are positio
● Maap the produ
ucts, service
es and expeeriences of the
t first levvel and thosse most present;
● Identify secondary tourism
m productss;
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● Discover which territories or destinations can best meet the requirements of eco
innovation and creative tourism;
● Orient the training according to the peculiarities of the destination.

dest_1 dest_2 dest_3 dest_4 dest_5
cultural tourism

strong presence

sea side

medium presence

mountain

low presence

sport
food and wine
Table 1 ‐ example of product X destination matrix

Actors to involve
BLUTOURSYSTEM aims at boosting the policies evolution for creating innovative systems and new
mechanisms to advance the Blue Eco Potential of the cross‐border area in a sustainable and
competitive way.
By addressing creative and eco‐innovation, as a process able to create original processes, systems,
services designed to satisfy human needs and to provide a better quality of life with a whole‐life‐
cycle horizon, the project develops scenarios reaching a frame of a more sustainable tourism
economy and enhanced human capital.

The tourism system is made up of many different subjects, such as customers, locals, tourism
intermediaries, complementary products' producers and sellers and public authorities. In tourism
destinations, stakeholders collaborate with the purpose of creating new values, generated by the
means of new and/or innovated products/services, processes, marketing/management activities
and organizations.
European Regional Development Fund
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Considering that tourism products are defined and co‐created by the demand and the supply,
BLUTOURSYSTEM launches a cross‐border coordination platform (WP5 output), where knowledge,
based on data and on co‐created contents, becomes the real ground for a creative innovation in
the blue tourism sector: experts and researchers offer data analysis to stakeholders.

The BLUTOURSYSTEM tool SCBDS aims at fostering the balance between divergent public and
private interests by gearing tourism development toward a data‐driven approach, raising
awareness and increasing the knowledge about the competitors and the challenges of the global
competition. The data contained in the BLUTOURSYSTEM tool SCBDS helps to improve the tourism
knowledge framework, providing analysis and operational tools that support policy‐makers and
private operators in their decision‐making process and lead the tourism growth toward a tourism
based on eco‐innovation and creativity.
BLUTOURSYSTEM tool SCBDS establishes a cross‐border Living Lab (WP4) to enhance the capacity‐
building of the tourism actors and help the destination growth and business progress. The main
topic now is the identification and the selection of the target of the BLUTOURSYSTEM tool SCBDS:
who is this tool for?
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Figure
F
5. The aactors of the tourism
t
system
m

The choicee of the stakkeholders iss given by thhe outputs that want to be obtainned for the destination
and the result of the gap and needs analysi s. So, the id
dentification of all the relevant sttakeholderss
is of cruciaal importancce to get th
he key playeer involved in the capacity‐buildinng process, established
e
by BLUTOU
URSYSTEM tool
t
SCBDS..
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BLUTOURSYSTEM tool SCBDS is mainly targeted to policy‐makers, decision makers and managers
of the tourism sector who are in charge/power of processing data and information, determining
goals and developing policy, strategies and actions for the tourism ecosystem.

The actors of the tourism sector to get involved in the capacity building are:
WHO

WHY

National authorities (Tourism Ministries)

They play an important role in tourism
development: they plan tourism activities
at national levels. Planning at national
levels require appropriate policies being
designed and implemented.

Regional

authorities

Departments)

(Tourism They are relevant key players and decision
makers. The Regions support local tourism
and SMEs with investments and funding
programs and manage the impacts of
tourism on the territory.

Universities and Research Institutes

They can play a key role in helping public
authorities and firms define innovative
strategies through the assessment of the
knowledge assets, the enhancement of the
skills
and
competencies
of
the
stakeholders, knowledge and innovation
transfer.

DMOs/Tourism Bodies:

DMOs play a key role in the long‐term
development of a destination, by
formulating an effective tourism strategy
based on destination marketing and
destination management. They build the
tourism supply and promote the
destination in the tourism market.
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Professional associations

They promote and advance the
professionalism of individuals in tourism in
all sectors, at all levels and worldwide.
They bring together various tourism
sectors to discuss, debate and share ideas
and experiences, to network and to
develop best practice.
Support
training
and
academic
development at all stages of their progress
through industry collaboration.

Tourist operators (HORECA operators, site They represent the tourism business
system and the engine of the tourism
and museum managers, tour guides, etc)
economy. Tourist operators have a direct
relationship with the final user and the
tourism market. They can give a bottom‐up
drive in the development of new strategies
and action for tourism development.

Capacity building procedure
Capacity Building process is a key element of a long‐term development of tourism destinations: it
is an effective, visible and highly valued way for enhancing tourism potentialities in a specific site.
It enables local and regional public and private stakeholders to acknowledge the skills to build new
and innovative sustainable tourism policies reflecting local features and which address local needs.
Furthermore, it enhances the readiness of the actors to build on local strengths to valorize the
potentialities of a tourism destination, engaging at the same time in a pro‐active way the local
community in this process.
It is also pivotal to underline that it also makes feasible for local and regional decision‐makers a
proper assessment of which most effective mechanism could be developed in order to ensure
vertical and horizontal co‐operation among all the relevant stakeholders directly or indirectly
involved in the tourism sector.
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Last but not least, the capacity building fosters the skills of building innovative blue‐economy
entrepreneurial tourism capacities, including social entrepreneurship, taking into account the
direct impact of tourism on local environment‐both natural and human – on one hand and the
capacity to assure long term local attractiveness and permanence over time of the tourism as
development asset at local level.
A key issue is the sustainability of the tourism destinations, just considering only what is the
impact of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions of the tourist’s travelling.
For the effectiveness of the capacity building training there will be a two‐steps cascade training of
the same trainers that in turn will have to carry out appropriate and effective education and
training schemes

in order to achieve tangible results of competitiveness and productivity

improvements in the tourism industry.
In a more holistic approach, this would also raise the awareness of local decision‐makers to
integrate tourism economy into wider regional development strategy, in a framework of a strong
public sector management and a multi‐actor system of governance which will facilitate the
establishment of a comprehensive policy framework with strong and consolidated mutual
consultation process.
In the context of the Blutoursystem project the capacity building process plays a key role in the
project’s activities, an entire WP is devoted to the capacity building process with the
implementation, testing and assessment of the QHelix mechanism that is the ground of the WP5
Blutoursystem platform, based on the two pillars of the Advice Blue Points and the CB Living Labs.
We may focus our attention on the Living Labs, which may be defined as a systemic innovation
approach. In fact, in most cases living‐labs deal with user‐centered, open innovation ecosystem,
often operating in a territorial or regional context, integrating concurrent research and innovation
processes within a citizen‐public‐private‐partnership (C3P), also featured as Public‐Private‐People
partnerships (PPPP), for user‐driven open innovation, involving quadruple helix stakeholders
(companies, researchers, public organizations and users).
A Living Lab involves four main activities:
1) Co‐Creation: co‐design by users and producers;
2) Exploration: discovering emerging usages, behaviours and market opportunities;
3) Experimentation: implementing live scenarios within communities of users;
European Regional Development Fund
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4) Evaluation: assessment of concepts, products and services according to socio‐ergonomic,
socio‐cognitive and socio‐economic criteria

Besides the organization of the living labs, also seminars are organized with an user centered
experiences workshops. The goal is to enable and encourage also the approach of a new
responsible and ethical tourism, which empowers the capacity building of policy makers and
relevant tourist public and private stakeholders and actors in ensuring inclusivity in governance of
tourism destinations, valuing and mapping the state‐of‐art of the blue economy, taking into
account also the changing risk patterns and natural disasters along the coastlines from increasing
mass tourism pressures and climate changes. It is pivotal that within the capacity building process,
the relevant public and private actors that are directly or indirectly involved in the tourism sector
have the awareness and are properly trained also for the planning and implementation of
resilience and mitigation measures in the holistic vision of strengthening an effective blue‐
economy of the tourism destinations.

Innovation in eco and creative tourism ‐ new actions and plans
According to the overall objective of the project, the BLUTOURSYSTEM tool SCBDS contributes at
improving the frame conditions for investments in Blue Tourism and at stimulating
competitiveness, eco‐innovation, diversification and creative enhancement of cross‐border
tourism offer.
The development of the capacity building through Living Labs and trainings, grounded on the tool
SCBDS, leads the stakeholders to be part of a cross‐border tourism innovation process. The
processing capability for the data provided by the tool SCBDS, increases the key actors’ knowledge
on how to effect sustainable change, remedy the lack of inter‐sectoral coordination and fill the
gaps and needs of tourism destinations with innovative, creative and tailored‐made approaches.

The capacity building process aims at helping the stakeholders to implement a Destination
Management Plan, defining the priorities and the strategies to develop a competitive cross‐border
European Regional Development Fund
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tourism, based on eco‐innovation and creative tourism products. This framework leads the
decision‐makers and the policy‐makers to the identification of strategic objectives and actions
through the creation of an action plan. The action plan includes the implementation of different
tailor‐made actions, depending on the gaps and needs encountered in the analysis supported by
the tool SCBDS.

The actions include:
● Creation of partnerships to foster the cooperation and exchange of best practice among
the actors
● Creation and testing of innovative typologies of Destination Governance and Management
● Implementation of marketing action, targeted to specific groups
● Development new creative tourism products and experiences to meet the new demand
needs.
● Development of new policies to support eco‐innovation and sustainable development of
tourism, by reducing the impacts of production systems on the environment, enhancing
nature’s resilience to environmental pressures, boosting an efficient and responsible use of
natural resources, fostering new processes, technologies and services that make business
greener.
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Figure 6. The steps of the process of
o actions iden
ntification

Monitoring the ressults
Following the capacitty building process annd the deffinition and
d implemenntation of the
t variouss
onal, it is ne
ecessary to provide a monitoringg
actions to be undertaaken, both strategic annd operatio
Monitoring, if already present
p
witthin the op
perating me
ethodology,, makes it possible to
o
section. M
verify the eeffectiveness of the acctions in terrms of mitiggating the gaps
g
and neeeds of the destination
and stakeh
holders.
In this op
perational methodolog
m
gy, monito ring models are sugg
gested thatt use qualitative and
quantitativve methodss in the initial start‐upp phase off the transffer of know
wledge of the data, in
itinere (stu
udy of destination and involvemennt of actors) and in the
e final phasee of the actions.
Monitoringg in the eaarly stages of the proocess illustrrated in the
e OM, deveeloped thro
ough focuss
groups and
d meetings between participants
p
, makes it possible
p
to highlight thhe needs off operatorss
and the seector, identifying ope
erational rooutes with respect to the propoosed activities and an
adequate mapping to
o be used as a start ing point for
f the two
o theoreticcal insights developed
through th
he scholarsh
hips.
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During thee training acctivities of the
t capacityy building phase,
p
the monitoring
m
of the learn
ning and off
the usefulness/familyy of the co
ontents treeated can be
b carried out througgh the distribution off
questionnaaires design
ned to evalu
uate the leaarning of th
he individua
al, the leve l of networrk built and
the knowleedge reach
hed by the group. In aaddition to the questionnaires, m
meetings de
edicated to
o
group com
mparisons caan be useful to gather iinformation
n on possiblle process im
mprovemen
nts.
The monittoring of the results in the finnal phase of
o the OM aims to ddetect the degree off
effectiveneess of the im
mplemented training ccourses and
d of the other stages oof the metho
odology, ass
well as thee outcome of the actions develooped. A waay to monitor the acti ons and th
he activitiess
implementted using in
ndicators is describe in the figure 10 of the de
eliverable 33.1.3 named
d “Strategicc
vision for d
driving inno
ovation in CB
B sustainabble tourism‐ report”, whose schem
me is shown below

Figure 7 Tourism busine
ess eco‐system
m innovation potential indicators. sourcee del_3.1.3
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Recommendations for the Advice Blu Point
The Advice Blue Points (ABPs) will be the “pillars” of the transfer of knowledge carried out with
the training activities of the capacity building phase because they will be a multilateral arena of
confrontation and cross‐fertilization of the achievements of the same courses.
It is paramount to assess the effectiveness of the transfer of knowledge from the trainers (higher
education capacities) to the “real‐world” business practice, analyzing in the medium‐long term
perspective also real case studies and scenario that have benefitted from the enhanced capacity
building of the policy‐makers and stakeholders that have attended the courses.
Furthermore, the ADBs will be the “crossroad” of exchange of knowledge, scientific research
expertise, enlarging Adriatic inclusive approaches to the European and Mediterranean basin area,
promoting new partnerships and liaisons between High Education institutions and research
institutes, policy practitioners and enterprises.
It is pivotal that the managers and the staff of the ABPs raise awareness among the attendees of
the capacity building courses as well as to the relevant public and private stakeholders directly or
indirectly involved on the tourism economy of the significant opportunity to exploit the
potentialities of networking and of knowledge exchange of the same ABPs, in the wider context of
the follow up of the project BLUTOURSYSTEM with its Platform and the CB Living Labs.
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